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Wednesday, January 13 of 2016

DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA,
TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS????

While the whole universe mobilizes itself to help humanity somehow, and even the Creator
descends to the Earth among men and women by means of His Messengers, do not be indifferent
and no longer live your small life as you have always lived.

Beloved child, I know that it costs a lot for your consciousness to awaken to a spiritual reality of
life, in which all that you seek to live finds a meaning, but if your heart, your mind and your
feelings do not get out, even if it is just a little bit, from the material concerns and from all that
involves you in relation to life on Earth, in a short time your spiritual path will lose the meaning.

If you do not seek now to understand how the events in the level of the spirit move and how is more
real what happens in the superior dimensions than in the density of matter, in face of the terrible
chaos which precipitates itself upon the Earth you run the risk of getting involved in such a way
with these events that it will seem to you that it is not worth it at all that you pray and clamor to
God. While the Lord expects an absolute transformation from you, you will wait for Him to come
and solve everything for you, only for the fact that you emit some prayers every day.

Praying is a primordial action for your life, but it must be followed by serving, by acting, by
transcending, by transforming, by being and by appearing.

Child, understand that this final battle has already started in the level of the spirit and that, much as
many times you do not realize it and keeps on living as if nothing different were happening, it does
not mean that your consciousness is not being participant of this universal event.

The moment has arrived to mature and not only to be moved by the current planetary situation,
because what good does it do to God and to His Plan that you cry for the lack of welcoming and
fraternity of the others and that you pray some "Hail Maries" for the Middle East if, after your
prayers, you show that the codes of non fraternity and lack of love are also inside of you?

No longer cry neither for yourself nor for the current planetary situation, because in truth you are
completely unaware the severity of these times. Do whatever is within your reach to transform, even
if it is with a dropper, the life in this world.

Be fraternal, be loving, be servant, live holiness, live the unity with God. This is what will allow the
Divine Messengers to keep intervening for the world, for those who most need and who are not
always the ones you have thought about.

What is necessary now is that humanity generates merits to balance the evil of the world; therefore,
forgive, love, reconcile to each other, support with your prayers - and with what you can - the
missions We have asked to be carried out.

Focus on the details and on the small things and construct a firm basis so that you have, some day,
the possibility of acting in great things. In the meantime, allow to carry out great works Those who
can do them, because they have already transcended the small learning of the material life and now
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they return to the world to help it, I mean the Messengers sent by God.

Do not cease to be simple and humble. This worth more than any great action.

Your Father and Companion, The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


